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CHOICE curriculum materials were developed at

Mid-Hudson Migrant Education Center and jointly

funded through Career Education Incentive Act,

CETA, and Chapter 1, Section 143 In cooperation

with Ulster County BOCES, Putnam/Northern
Westchester BOCES-and Mid-Hudson-Migrant--
Education Center, New Paltz, New York.

CHOICE materials are available at cost throjgh
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P.O. Box 250, New Paltz, New York 12561.

Training and consultant services available.
For informetion, contact:

Connie Gans, Pat Hoppe, Elisa Ross, or Margaret Taylor

CHOICE
P.O. Box 250
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Telephone 914-257-2117
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CHOICE development began in 1979 as a result of a study indicating
that, whereas migrant children and middle class youth had similar
earner aspirations in the early graders, the career information,
self awareness and decision making skills available to migrant
children in the later primary school years were severely limited.
Although the development and overall design of the curriculum was
done with migrant youth in mind, use of the curriculum has been by
migrant and non-migrant youth. Funding for the development and
production of the materials has come from a variety of sources
including CETA, the Career Incentive Act, and Migrant Section
143. There would appear to be an overall need for the type of
information CHOICE provides on the part of both migrant and non-
migrant youth. Therefore at present the intended audie;Ace would
be all of our school age youth ( including high school dropouts).

The CHOICE curriculum is built on the three strands of career
education: (1) self awareness, (2) job and role information, and
(3) decision-making/goal attaining and is designed on two levels.
(The materials have been successfully used, however, in the upper
primary and lower secondary in a non-absolute fashion crossing
over the indicated level boundaries.)

The first level, Basic CHOICE, is for students in grades R
through 6. Each unit, B1-87, includes: (1) a pre- post-test, (2)
a consumable student log, (3) a teacher log, and (4) a set of a
minimum of 20 activity folders.

The pre- post-tests for Bl-B4 are in picture format for the
student with an accompanying teacher administration guide which
indicates the exact wording for each question. The tests for B5-
B7 are in a written format with an accompanying teacher
administration guide which indicates directions and the exact
wording for each question should the teacher decide to read the
questions to the students. Answer keys for all tests are available
and included with the basic set of CHOICE usdiecials.

The consumable student log ana accompanying teat he: log contain
the Job and Role information for each unit. Each unit, B1 -B7,
contains information from tw,a of the U.S. Department of Labor
defined career clusters. Each log covers at least five
occupations of careers from each of the two clusters. The
student log contains worksheets related to language arts skills
using career related information. Worker stories in B1-B4 are
found in the teacher logs and designed to be read to the
students. worker stories in 135-87 are contained in both the
student and teacher logs. The teacher logs contain all the student
log pages in addition to the stories, for B1-114, and additional
suggested activities and career related vocabulary, for B5 -B7.
All the teacher logs contain suggested answers to the student
exerciser, but it is emphasized that any logical student answer
is to be accepted.

The activity folders on each level are divided into three sets,
one for each of the career education strands: (1) self awareness,
(2) job and role information, and (3) decision-making/goal
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attaining. Each set of folders contains activities, stories,
poems, and game-type activities all designed to help the student
learn about career education and himself or herself.

The Advanced level of CHOICE materials consists rf three texts.
Again the organizational and developmental format was based on
the three strands of career education and'the 15 career clusters.

The first of the three texts is OCCUPATIONAL RESOURCES. This is
the job and role information text. It contains 60 selections, four
from each of the 15 career clusters, written in story, cartoon,
interview, fact sheet, and poetry format. Each selection contains
information on the tasks, skills, training and tools necessary to
the career or occupation as well as the reading and mathematical
requirements for the job. Selection of the careers covered was
based on two factors. One, both entry level and advanced training
level jobs were chosen within each cluster. Two, actual
practicants of the job or occupation were interviewed as to
their tasks, skills, training and tools. After the selections
were written these same people were asked to review the stories
for accuracy. OCCUPATIONAL RESOURCES has been rewritten on both
the third and fifth grade reading levels as well as in the
original, high schobi reading level. The information and technical
vocabulary has been maintained in the third and fifth grade
reading levels but other parts of the stories, cartoons and
interviews have been adapted to make reading easier.

The second text of the Advanced materials is CAREER NOTES. This
volume contains the self awareness and decision-making/goal.
attaining information. It is designed, to be used in individual
sections depending on the need of the student. Again various
formats have been used, including poetry- cartoon, and game
activities to provide interest for the students. The sections
included in CAREER NOTES are described in the Overview booklet.

The third text of the Advanced materials is MISSION INFORMATION.
MISSION INFORMATION is a manual designed to accompany work
exploration and experience programs. There are three sections;
they are designed to be used independently of each other. The
first is on interviewing a worker to obtain information about
his/her job or career. The second is a "shadowing" guide to lead
students through a worker shadow experience. The third section is
a guide to a work experience program. Each section leads the
student and teacher step by step through a discovery process. The
student learns where and how to acquire information and _how to
organize his/her self knowledge and job knowledge in order to
make effective decisions.

All of the Advanced materials are presently available in bpanish

as well as in English. The Basic materials are in the process of
being prepared in Spanish. The Spanish editions are NOT direct
translations of the English, rathertwe have tried to produce a
parallel version which makes sense in Spanish.
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B-2 3lacksmith

Blacksmiths are workers who take care of horses' feet. In the

days when everyone used horses for traveling, there was a

blacksmith's shop ineach town or village. People brought their

ji0torses to the blacksmith to have them shod. The blacksmith also

fixed wagons, tooli and other items that required working with

metal. Now, :au will find blacksmith shops at tracks where horses

are raced or at ranches where horses are raised. Many blacksmiths

keep their tools in a van or pickup truck and travel to the

horse owners who need their services.

Horses' hooves are made of material similar to fingernails. If

the hooves are not taken care of, they can crack and split as

fingernails do. Blacksmiths help care for horses' hooves by

trimming the hoof. This does not hurt the horse. It's like

cutting your fingernails.
Blacksmiths use a metal pick to clean

small stones from the bottom of the horses' feet.

T acksmiths make metal shoes for hoises. The horseshoes protect

he horses' feet, just as your shoes protect your feet. Blacksmiths

carry different sizes of horseshoes. Each shoe is fitted to the

particular horse that will wear it. Blacksmiths first choose a

blank shoe that is the general size for the horse. They use long-

handled tongs to hold the blanks over a very hot fire in the

forge. When the horseshoe is red hot, the blacksmiths lay the

shoes on large pieces of steel called anvils. They pound the

shoes with large'hammers to make the shoes fit exactly. When the

shoes are the right size, they are dipped in water to cool them.

The horseshoes are then nailed to the bottom of the horse's

hooves. This does not hurt the horse because there is no feeling

in the hoof part of the horse's foot.

Blacksmiths wear heavy boots to protect their feet from horses'

hooves. Sometimes horses will step on the blacksmith's toes.

Blacksmiths also wear heavy leather aprons to protect themselves

from the heat of the forge.

Blacksmiths perform a great service for horse owners. They help

horses stay healthy by caring for their feet. Sometimes if a horse

has a problem with hi.3 feet, the blacksmith can make a special

horseshoe to correct the problem.

H-2 Blacksmith
Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used by blacksmiths at work. Put

an'' on those tools not used by blacksmiths at work.

Clockwl*c from tongs: teddy bear, hoof pick, nails, leather apron,

forge, vaz, horseshoes, whistle, hammer

ilr
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B-2 Blacksmith

Classifying iools

Draw a eircIv around vach tool used by blacksmiths at work. Put au X on tho:.8,

tools not used by blacksmiths at work.

I



A-2 Biack=ith Alphabet

Blacksmiths use hammerer and anvils to shape horseshoes. They place
a heated horseshoe on the anvil and use the anvil to pound the
horseshoe into shape. Each of L anvils on the left hand side
of -Tour page has an upper case letter written on it. Each of the
hammers on the right hand side of the page has a lower case letter.
Draw a line from each case letter to the low:tr case letter
that has the same name.

COMMENTS:

2T



B-2 Blacksmith Alphabet

Draw 4 line fro. each upper case letter to the lower case lettec with the
same name.



B-2 Blacksmith Number Words

f.
Ua tiw a line from each number word to the set that shows that
number of blacksmith's tools.

COMAENTS:
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B J i !oli 1 t h

Number Word's
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11 141
; t lo

1.4r)mit: ;Lind Iiit)1-4.1,.

'rho word 1) 1 acksmi t h has two words hidden in it. Can you hear

t words? b I ak stilt tit) When 'you put t tits wit 1) 1 ack and

: ;t11tit ti t r , you make t he word b I acksmi t Ii.

'rho piof tiros i n t ho I i rst col umn on your page ale t ht' I t it par

of. compound words. The' second collitlIft has plc tut es o t he si.ond

parts of compound words . Draw I i nes to 'Mt hot h wnt d p t t

t o stake compound we .

uMMENT:;;
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64 biacitsmith Compound Words

Draw lines between the two columns of pictures to make compound word:;.

4
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B-2 Television Repairer Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used 'y television repairers at work. Put
an X on each tool not used by television repairers at work.



I3 -2 Television Repairer

Television repairers fix broken televisions and radios. The-
go to school to learn about the equipment to use. Some television
repairers take courses through the mail to learn the job.

Some television repairers work in shops. People take their broken
televisions to the shops to be repaired. Usually the owner leaves
the television and the repairer calls when the television is
fixed. Most television repair shops also sell new and used
televisions. Other television repairers go to homes to fix
televisions. Usually these repairers drive a van which carries
all of their tools and spare parts.

Television repairers need to know about electronics. They learn
about circuits and tubes. They learn to look at drawings of
circuits and they know what all of the symbols mean. This allows
them to look at drawings of circuits from different manufacturers
and figure out where the problems are.

Television repairers use many tool's to repair televisions. They
have special devices to test tubes and circuits to see what is
broken. They keep a supply of new tubes and circuits to replace
broken ones. Repairers also use standard tools like screwdrivers
and pliers to take televisions apart. Each television repairman
has a tool box in which to keep his tools.

B-2 Television Repairer Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used by television repairers at
work. Put an X on each tool not used by television repairers
at work.

Clockwise from radio: repair van, screwdriver, pliers, maracas,
television, flatware, tester, tybes.

COMMENTS:

I
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Television mpairer Alphabet

The television repairer uses tubes to fix broken televisions.

On each television set is an upper case letter. On each tube

is a lower case letter. Draw a line from each television to the

tube that has th6 letter with the same name.

COMMENTS:

7T



B-2 Television Repairer Alphabet

Draw a line from each upper ease letter to the lower case letter that has the

same name.

ID

O

1



II-2 Tv 1 vision Repairer
f;rater Than

"Greater than" is another way of saying "more than". In each

box on your page are two sets of television repairer's tools.

In each box draw a circle around the set that is greater than

the other set.

COMMENTS:

8T.
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8 -2 Television Repairer Greatcr That

In each box draw a circle around the iet of toil1s that is greater than the
other met.

f!!!0 a
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D-2 Teh.vi:;ion Dtpaiier
Numiwt Wotits

The telvvi:iiou
repairer uses tots of toIS to repair. hi(lkcii

n.dios and televisions. He uses screwdliver3,
plit.r!: and tubvs

cvery day. On your page are sets of television r4airets' tools.

Draw a line from each set of tools to the number word that tells

how many tnols are in each set,

coMMENTS:

IIOT

Ee



5-2 Television Repairer Number Words

Draw a line from each number word to the Het that has that number of toms.

Si

sev n

eight

nine

ten



B-2 Blacksmith/Television Repairer Review

The pictures on your page show a blacksmith and a television
repairer. Below the workers are some of their tools. Draw a
line from each tool to the worker who uses it. If the tool
is used by both workers, draw lines to both workers.

COMMENTS:
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6-2 81Atuaith/TeictitsiAn

Draw a line from each tool to the worker who uses it.

41
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B-2 Hairdresser/Barber

Hairdressers and barbers take care of people's hair. Generally,

hairdressers care for women's hair and barbers care for men's

hair. This is changing, however, and some barbers and hairdressers

care for both women's and men's hair. Both hairdressers and

barbers go to special trade schools to learn the skills necessary

for taking care of hair properly.

Barbers spend most of their time cutting hair. They use special

scissors and electric clippers to cut hair. Barbers will style

hair by giving special cuts. They use a blow dryer and styling

brushes to style hair. Barbers will also use razors and shaving

cream to shave men's faces. They trim mustaches and beards to

keep them looking neat.

Hairdresse'rs do a variety of jobs also. They cut and style hair.

They use shampoo and a special sink to wash customers' hair.

They use rollers to make hair curl. They often change the color

of a customer's hair with hair dyes and rinses. Sometimes they

give customers permanent waves, so their hair will stay curly

longer. Customers sometimes take in wigs to be cut, curled or

dyed.

Hairdressers and barbers must earn a license before they can open

a shop and begin caring fox customers' hair. They must learn

all of the ways to care for hair properly: Hairdressers and barbers

also learn about how to care for their tools and how to keep their

shops clean and neat.

Barbers and hairdressers serve us by helping us look our best.

B-2 Hairdresser/Barber
Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used by hairdressers or barbers at

work. Put an X on the tools not used by hairdressers or barbers

at work.

Clockwise from hairbrush: scissors, clippers, apple, shave cream,

comb, sink, Ehas1222, rollers, paddle, wig, hair blower.

COMMENTS:

12T
26



B-2 Mairdresserinarber Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used by hairdressers or barbers at work. Put an

X on the tools not used by hairdressers or barbers at work.
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H-2 Hairdre,.sser/Barber
Alphabet

Hairdressers are often asked to restyle wigs. They wash the

wig with shampoo, then use a blow dryer to dry and style the

wig. Each of the hair blowers on your page has an upper case

letter written on it. Each wig has a lower case letter. Maw

a line from the upper case letter on each blow dryer to the wig

that has the lower case letter with the same name.

COMMENTS:

13T
2 s



B-2 Hairdresser/Barber

Alphabet

Draw a line from each upper case letter to the lower case letter with the same

name.



B-2 Hairdresser/Barber
Sequence

The pictures on your page show a hairdresser caring for a customer's

hair. Put the pictures in order by writing "1" in .the picture

which comes first, "2" in the picture which comes second and so

on.

Look at the pictures. Which should come first? (Lady coming in

the door.) Write a one in tha corner box of the first picture.

Continue in a similar manner with:

2. The hairdresser washes the hair.

3. The hairdresser cuts the hair.

4. The hairdresser sets the hair.

5. The customer sits under a hair dryer. -

6. The hairdresser combs out the hair.

COMMENTS:

14T
30



B-2 Hairdresser/Barber Sequence 4

Put the pictures in order by writing the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 in the

corner boa of each picture.

14
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B-2 Hairdresser/Barber Less Than

Hairdressers and barbers use many tools to care for people's hair.
You will see many of these tools un your page. Each box on your
page had two sets of hairdressers' and barbers' tools. In each
box one set of tools has less or fewer tools than the other. In
each box draw a circle around the set of tools that is less than
the other.

COMMENTS:

tt
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11-2 Miirdresser/Sarber
Leas Than

in each box draw a.circle around the set that is less than the other.

I
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- B-2 Day Care Worker

Day care workers look after young children whose parents work.

Some work in private day care centers; some in government-run

day care centers; and some work in day care centers at large

factories or institutions Where many people work. These day care

workers are hired by companies to care for their workers' children.

Day care workers help children learn about themselves, and.how to

play well with other children. The day care workers teach the

children to use paper, crayons, and fingerpaints to draw pictures.

The day care workara_help the children learn to share toys like

building blocks, dolls, and triiCtsch-over--the--elfil4teu
to see that they play together happily and safely., Day care

workers read books and stories to the children.

Day care workers watch over the children as they play outside.

They make sure the children use swings, slidei and jumpropes

safely. Day care workers may put bandaids on small cuts, but

most day care centers have a nurse on hand to take care of injuries

and sicknesses.

Day care workers may take care of babies and infants. They use

baby bottles with formula to feed the babies. They change diapers

to keep the babies dry and comfortable.

Day care workers help us by taking care of children whose parents

work.

B-2 Day Care Worker
Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used by day care workers at work.

Put an X on those tools not used by day care workers at work.

Clockwise from !ex truck: flashlight, baby bottle, cli Tier, book,r 4.1w --

road sign, doll, blocks, paint, crayons.

00f

cOMMENTS:

17T



111-2 Day Care Worker
Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used by day care workers at work. Put an I

on those tools not used by day care workers at work.

30
17 B 1
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H-2 Day Care Worker Greater Than

Day care workers use many different kinds of toys to keep children
interested and occupied. The children learn to play together and
share the toys.

In each box on your page are two sets of toys. One set of toys
is greater than the other set of toys. This ueans that one set
has more toys than the other set.

The symbol for more than is > . (Demonstrate) We always write
the "more 'than" symbol so the wide end faces the larger set. Ineach box on your page write the greater than symbol in the circle
between the set when the first set is greater than the second
set.

Look at the first box. How many crayons are in the first set? (4)
How many crayons are in the second set? (2) Is the first set greater
than the second set? (yes) Write the "greater than" symbol inthe circle between the sets.

Look at the second box on your page. How many blocks art' in thefirst set? (2) How many blocks are in the second set? (3) Is the
first set greater than the second set? (no) Should we write the
greater than sign in the circle between the sets? (no)

Continue with the remaining items.

COMMENTS:

1ST



II-2 Bey Care Worker Greater Than

Write the "greater than" sign in the circles between the sets when the first

set is greater than the second set.

10
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I1 - -2 Day Care Worker

The day care workers do many
children they watch. I will
needs of children. For each
that shows how the day care

Cause/Effect

jobs to care for the needs of the
read you some sentences about the
sentence, put an X in the picture
worker would meet that need.

Look at the first row of pictures on your page and listen: "The
children were hungry, so ..." Which picture shows how the day
care workers would meet this need? (second picture or picture of
day care worker feeding children) Put an X in the square in the
corner of the second box.

oft Continue in a similar manner for:

2. Children need exercise, so

3. Children sometimes hurt themselves, so ...

4. Small children get tired, so ...

5. The children get bored on rainy days, so ...

6. Young children have trouble dressing themselves, so ...

COMAENTS:



B-2 Day Care Worker

Listen to each sentence then put an X in the corner square of the picture
that shows how the day care worker would meet that need.

Cause/Effect

4) BEST C;PY MAME
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B-2 Day Care Worker Alphabet

Day care workers use books and crayons to help keep children
amused. Each of the books on your page has an upper case letter'
written on it. Each box of crayohs has a lower case letter. Draw
a line from each upper case letter to the lower case letter that
has the same name.

COMNENTS:

22T
43
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et-I Day. Cacti: mocker Alphabet

Draw a lime from each upper case letter to the lower case letter with the
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B-2 Hairdresser/Barber/Day Care Worker Review

On your page are pictures of a hairdresser and a day care worker.
Beneath their pictures cite pictures of their tools. Draw a line
from each tool to the worker who uses it.

COMR2NTS:

r
I
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8-2 Hairdresser/Barber/Day Care Worker Review

Draw a line fron.each tool tolre worker who uses that tool. 41 N41014
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B-2 Waittv:;:.

Waitresses are workers who work in restaurants or diners.

Waitresses do the same jobs as waiters. Waiters are men,

waitresses are women. Waitresses and waiters do the same job.

When customers go into a restaurant or a diner, the waitress

takes them to a table and gives them menus. While the customers

look at the menu and decide what they want to eat, the waitress

pours them each a glass of water. When the customers have decided

what they want to eat, the waitress writes each person's order

on a pad. She hands the orders to the kitchen workers, who

prepare the food.

When the food is prepared, the waitress carries the plates to the,,

table on a large tray. She gives each plate of food to the

person who ordered it. If the customers need additional items

or help, they call the waitress. The waitress takes additiockal

food, takes more silverware, or cleans up spills.

When customers have paid for their food and left the restaurant

or diner, the waitress clears the table. She puts the dirty

dishes and silverware on a large tray and carries them to the

kitchen. She uses a sponge or cloth to wipe up the table and

chairs. If food has been spilled, she sweeps the floor. When

the area is clean, the waitress sets up the table with clean,

placemats, silverware and glasses. She checks to make sure that

napkin, sugar, salt and pepper containers are full. If they are

not full, she takes full containers to the table. Then when

she is not so busy, she refills the empty containers.

Waitresses work very hard. They have to carry heavy trays loaded

with dishes. They are on their feet for long hours at a time.

Even though waitresses get very tired, they must be friendly

and,pleasant to customers who sometimes demand too much service.

B-2 Waitress
Classifying Tools

Draw a. circle around each tool used by waitres=s At work. Put

an X on those tools not used by waitresses at work.

Clockwise from menu: pliers, pitcher, plate, sponge, pad fir pencil,

salt), pepper, sugar, napkin holder, hammer, placemat, flatware.

COMMENTS:

24T
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3-2 Waitress Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool mod by waitresses at work. Put an X oh those
tools not used by waitresses at work.



S

Wat treu_sr Atphabvt

When customers go Lntu a diner or a restaurant, the waitress
gives the customers menus. When the customers have read the
menus and decide: what they wish to cat, the waitress writes
the orders on an order pad. The menus on' your page each have
an upper case letter written on them. The order pads have lower
case letters. Draw a line from each upper case letter to the
lower case letter with the same name.

COMMENTS:

25T
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B-2 Waitress
"'

Alphabet

Draw a line from each upper case letter to the lower case letter having the

same name.

5o



I
B-2 Waitress

Less Than

Waitresses use tools that are related to eating. In the boxes

on your page are sets of waitresses' tools. In each box, one set

of tools has less than the other set. The symbol for "less than"

is < r The point always faces the set that is less. In &tell

box on your page write the "less than" symbol in the circle

between the sets, when the first set has "less than" the second

set.

Look at the first box on your page. How many knives are in the

first.set? (2) How many knives are in the second set? (3). Is

the first set of knives "less than" the second set? (yes) Write

the "less than" symbol in the circle between the two sets.

Now look at the second-box on your page. How many plates are

in the first set? (4) How many plates are in the second set? (1)

Is the first set "less than" the second set? (no) Should we

write the "less than" sign in the circle between th se sets? (no)

Continue in a similar manner for the remaining problems.

COMKENTSI
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3-2 Waitress
Less Than

In the circle between *et two sets write the "less than" symbol when the first

set is "less than" the second set.

0
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h Sequence

A waii.res:; d(w!; m.iny taskti 1;1 doinq II fl job. She must learn
to do things in a special order, so that all of hor customers
qt:t good service. The pictures on your page show some of the
tasks a waitress does, but the pictures are out of. order. Put
the pictures in ()rder by writ:no a nomher in the corner -square
of each picture. Write the number one in the picture which should
c(mi first; two in the picture which :Mould come second, and so
on.

COMMENTS:

28T
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B-2 Waitress Sequence

Put the pictures in order by writing the numbers 1 through 8 in the corner

squares of the pictures.

0
211 54

BEST CCP? AMIALE
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13-2 GRAS Atti!lidota.

Cris station attendants work in gas stations. When a customer

needs gas, fie drives into the gas station anti tells the attendant

how much gas he needs. The attendant then turns the gas pump on,

puts thi. nnzle of the hose into the car's gas tank, and pumps the

prop!r'amonnt of ias into the car's tank. He collects the money

from the ,eu!itomer. and rings it up on the cash register inside the

gab station. When Ow drawer of the cash register opens, the

attendant puts the money in the drawer and takes out change, if the

customer paid too much. He takes the change out to the customer.

Comctime (-stotuers use credit cards to pay for gas. The attendant

then writes the amount of the gas sold on the credit. form and

uses a credit card machine to record the sale. He keeps one copy

of the credit form for himself, and gives a copy to the customer.

Gas station attendants will do other services for customers .also.

They use squeegees and paper towels to wash car windows. They

use special spouts or 'oil cans to replace the oil used by the

car :. If cars' -tires need more air, the gas station attendants

use !.).SCS from air pumps to add air to tires.

Som' gas station attendants only take care of customers who come

1
irto the ga!1 st,:tion for gas, oil, or air in their tires. Other

gas station attendants may do some mechanic's work. They may

use jacks to lift cars so the tires an be changed. They may use

wrenches or screwdrivers to adjust the engines of cars or replace

windshield wipers, fuses, or light bulbs.

Tn larger gas stations, the owner hires a gas station attendant

to pump gas and du winor service jobs, so the more highly trained

mechanics can use their time to do more complicated repairs on

car :;. Souw gAs stations sell gas, but don't 'do repairs on cars,

so these: gas stotions hire only gas station attendants.

1.-1-2 St.tii,:fh Attcndant
Classifying Tools

Draw a circle aLound each tool used by gas station attendants at

work. Put an X on those tools not used by gas station attendants

at work.

Clockwise from has pump: oil cane spout, air pump, puppet, cash

register, wrench, screwdriver, fork, squeegee, credit card machine

COMMENTS:

30T



Gas Station Attendant Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used by gas station attendants at work. Put
an X on those tools not used by gas station attendants at work.



Gas 'Station Attcindant
Alphabet

As attendants ftil cars with gasoline from a gas pump.EAch gas pump on your pa9e has an tipper case Letter written on it.Ea611 car has a lower case letter. Oral a line from each upper caseJetiTex to the lower case letter haying tho same name.

COMMENTS:

31T



B-2 Cas Station Attendant Alphabet

Draw a line from each upper case letter to the lower case letter that has the

same name.

I



IB-2 Gas Station Attendant Greater Than/Less Than

Write the greater than and leis than symbols An the cArcies between the sets

to slake true number sentences.

J
.11





Gui Chtoto'n Atter)daht

Main Idea/Detail
Fact/Fantasy

The gas station attendant does several jobs at the gas station.

Some of the pictures on your page show some of those jobs. Other

pictures show jobs the gas station attendant does not do.

Look at each picture. If the picture shoWs a job the gas station

attendont does, write T for True in the corner square of the picture.

If the picture shows something a gas station attendant does not

do, write i for False in the corner square.

Look at the first picture. What does it show? (pumping gas into

car) Is this something the gas station attendant does at work?

(yes) Write T in the corner box of this picture, because the

picture is ttue.

Now look at the second picture on your page. What does this show?

(gas station attendant holding horse) Is this something the gas

station attendant does at work? (no) Write F in the corner box

because this picture is false..

Continue in a similar manner.

COMMENTS:

34T



I-2 Gas Station Attendant Main Idea/Detail
Fact/Fantasy

Write T in the corner boxes of true pictures; F in the corner boxes of false

pictures.

34 63
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VerstmJ1 Setvioo Clustet R._!view

Each ot the w()rkers troft the personal svrvice cluster shown

on the next two pagea of your log. Draw a line from each worker

to the circle that has the tools he works with. Draw another .

frttm the tool to t he. plito where that worker works.

COMMENTS;

38T
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D-2 Personal Service Cluster Review

Draw a line from each worker to his. tools. Then draw a line from the tools

to the place where that worker works.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Ambulanct- Drc.for/Attndant

Ambulance drivers dvivc, sick or infured people to the hospital.

They have to be excellent drivers, capable of staying calm in

emergencies.

When thcre it, 4n accident or qomeone has been injuri-d, the ambulance

dispatcher is called. Dispatchers work in an office with a radio.

They can talk directly with police departments, patrol cars and

ambulances. When the dispatcher receives a phone call from someone

needing an amublance, he can contact the ambulance drivers and

attendants. Ambulance drivers or attendants carry a small radio-like

pager or beeper which attaches oo their belts. The dispatcher can

send a radio signal which makes? the pager beep. Drivers know that

when their pagers beep, they must go to work.

Ambulance drivers and attendants use first aid to treat accident

victims. They know how to stop cuts that are bleeding, set broken

bones and tow to move victims without hurting them more: They

place the victims on carts with wheels. These carts orourneyw

have legs that fold together so that they can be put inside ambulances.

When patients are inside ambulances, an attendant stays in-the

back of the ambulance to care for the patleill. Vie driver drives

the patient to the hospital as quickly and as safely as possible.

He uses a siren and special lights to let mother traffic know that

he nqeds to hurry.
A

13-2 Ambulance Driver/Attendant Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool that is used by ambulance drivers

and attendants work. Put an X on those clols not used by

ambulance drivers and attendants.

Clockwise from ambulance: stretcher or gorna, light, canoe,

letters, siren, pager.

COMMENTS:

381"



B-2 Ambulance

Draw a circle
at work. Put

Driver/Attendant Classifying Tools

around each tool that is used'by ambulance drivers and attendants
an X on the toolinot used by ambulance drivers and attendants.

r

0
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B-I Ambula4c4 DrivarAttendant Alphabet/Printing

Although ambuiaht.e drtVers must drive quickly, they have tobobey

trdffic 1.Aws'Lo avoj.d hawing 4ccidents. They have to be very caref !

about traffic light!-:, 50 they don't cause accidents.

Each of the., traffic lights on your page has a lower case letter

written where the red 11.01 should be. Practice writing the upper I
case form of the letter on the yellow and green lights of the

same traffic quaL.

COMMENTS:

39T
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a-L Ambulance Driver/Attendant
Alphabet/Printing

On the lines of the traffic light print the upper case form of the letter shown
on each traffic light.

ago
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B-2 Ambul.Ince Drivt.r/Attendant
Fact/Fantasy

The pictUres on your page show pictures of jobs that ambulance

dr4vers and attendants do. Some of the pictures show things

ambulance attendants and drivers do not do. Put an X on each

picture about ambulance drivers and attendants which is not true.

COMMENTSf



%

8-2 Ambulance Driver/Attendant Fact/Fantasy

Put an X on each picture which shows something that is not true about ambulance
drivers and attendants.
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B-2 Airbulance Driver/Attendant Alphabet/Printing

Ambtilance driv*rq milst driw4 quickly and safely. They know the
quicktist routes to the hospitals in their areas. When they ,have
an emergency call, the ambulance drivers turn on the ambulances'
sirens to let other cars and trucks know they are coming. The
other traffic must pull to the side of the road or street to let
the ambulance driver go by.

0

Each ambulance on your page has an upper case ldtter written on
it. On the line next to each ambulance, practice writing the.
lower case form of that letter.

COMMENTS:
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8-2 Ambulance Driver/Attendant
Alphabet/Printing

On the line by each ambulance print the lower case form of the letter on that

ambulance.

JR.
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;-2 Clutioian

Dieticians are workers v:4%0 plan meals tor large groups of people.
Dit2ticiam work in hospitals, school cafeterias, and other pldces

where large nunhe.rs cf people must be fed.

Dieticians plan balanced, nutritious meals for large groups of
people. They include foods from the four basic food groups of
meat/poultry, dairy products, fraits/vegetables, and grains.
It is important for people to eat a variety of foods from each of
the groups every day. Eating the proper foods helps people stay

In order to have properly balanced meals, the dietician does many
jobs. She keeps track of what foods are on hand end orders the
foods she needs. Dieticians buy food from food wholesalers,
whose products cost less. Because dieticians order lots of foods,

they fay lower prices. Dieticians plan menus in advance, so they
know what to order. They use cookbooks or recipe books to help

them plan meals, They make meals more interesting by trxing new

recipes.

Dieticians supervise cooks and kitchen helpers to see that the

food is prepared properly. Overcooking or undercooking the food

can make it inedible. They also make sure that the kitchen, the
appliances, and the cooking utensils are kept clean., Dieticians
order appliances and utensils 10 keep the kit6hen operating

smoothly.

B-2 Dietician Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool that is used by dieticians at work.

rut an X on oach,tcol that is not used by dieticians.

Clockwise from cookbook: cooking pot/ladle, bow/arrow, flatwareA

stethoscope, bread, carrot, cheer, meat, apple, menu. It.

COMMENTS:

43T
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8-2 Dietician Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool that is used by a dietician. Put an X on those

tools not used by dieticians at work.

7d BEST CGS'; AVikiLABLE
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9-2 Dietician
Alphabet/Printing

Dieticians plan healthy meals for places like schools and hospitals

which serve meals to large. 9roups of people. Many dieticians are

also in charge of ordering equipment for, the kitchen. They order

pots, pans, mixers, blenders and large serving spoons.

Each of the cooking pots on your page has an upper case letter

printed,on it. On the line near each pot print the lower case

form of the -letter.

COMMENTS:

44T
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II-2 Dietician Alphabet/Printing

On the line near each pot, print the lower case form of the letter on that pot.

44
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B-2 Ditticiaft Main Idea

I!

The pictures on your page &haw a cheticLai: t work. I will read
the titLes of the p-,ctures. Print the 'number of each title in
the corner square of the pic6uce that title tells about.

Listen to the first title: The dietician writes a menu of meals
.for the week. Which pictUce shOws ihis? (dietician sitting at: 11
desk)T Purilumbore 1 in the corner square of that picture.'

Continue in the same manner for the followinfi, titles:

2. The dietician keeps track of how much food is on hand.

3. The dietic4an uses a p) one, order food that is nutritious
and inexpensive from a food wholesaler.

4. The dietician supervises the kitchen helpers. I

COmYwNTs7 . I
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B-2 Dietician Main Idea

Listen to the titles and write the number of each title in the corner square

of the picture that matches the title.

es

84:
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6-2 Titular
Alphabet/Printing

The olftns menus by uc.ing diffstrent June's of foods. This

makes meals heali.hier te.t4t.

Thia. Foricis C your pie are different kinals of fru4ts. Each of the

truitz 1,14%., a diffeeant lower case later written on it. on the

line near each print the upper case form of the letter on

'hat fruit.

COMMENTS:
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Dietician Alphabet/Printing

On the line near each fruit print the upper case form of the letter shown

on that fruit.

AP

4.1

40
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8-2 Dietician Classifying Foods.

Dieticians choose foods from the four basic food groups. They use
some foods from each group at each meal.

Each row of pictures on your page has three pictures of foods
belonging in one food group. One picture does not belong in
that group. In each row, put an X on the pictUre.that does not
belong.

COMMENTS

47T
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B -2 Dietician

Put an X on the picture which does not belong in each row.

Clissifying Foods =
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B-2 Ambulance Driver/Attendant/Dietician Review

Draw a line from each tool to the worker who uses that tool.

COMMENTS:
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D-2 Ambulance Driver /Attendant /Dietician Review

Draw a line from each tool to the worker who uses that tool.

C
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B-2 eamiiy DuLcir

Family doctors are workers who care for the health of everyone

in the family. They treat routine illnesses and injuries of

babies, children, and grownups. Usually, if someone has a serious

illness, the family doctor tells the person about a doctor who

is an expert on the illness.

Family doctors do checkups to see that their patients are healthy.

They keep health charts on their patients. Each time patients

go to the office for a checkup, the doctors use a scale to weigh

the patients. Usually they use a fever thermometer to take patient

temperatures and a blood pressure cuff to check patients' blood

pressure. Doctors use stethoscopes to listen to patients' hearts

and breathing. If doctors find something wrong with the patients,

they may do other kinds of checkups.

A-7 Family Doctor
Classifying Tools

Draw a line around each tool that family doctors use at work.

Put an X on those tools not used by family doctors.

CLockwise from scale: hypodermic needle, hammer, chart, prescription,

medic!ne, blood cuff, brush, thermometer.

COMAENTS:

49T Eli
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B-2 Family Doctor Classifying his

Draw a line around each tool used by family doctors at work, Put an X on those

tools not used by family doctors.

41, BEST COPY AVRILABLE



S-2 Family Doctor Alphabet/Printing

When patients need medicine, family doctors write prescriptions.
On the prescription, the doctor writes. the name of the medicine,
how much to take, and how often to take the medicine. The patient
takes the prescription to the druggist, who puts the pills or
other medicine in a container. He writes the information from
the doctor's prescription on the bottle's label.

Each medicine container on your page has a lower case letter
written on it. On the nearby prescriptions print the upper case
Form seen on each medicine container.

COMMENTS
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1-2 Family Doctor Alphabet/Printing

On the lines on each prescription, print the upper case form of the letter

shown an each medicine container.
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8-2 Family Doctor
Syllables

Family doctors use stethoscopes to listen to patients' heartbeats.

The stethoscope has a metal disc that is attached to flexible

tubes that fit in the doctor's ears. When the disc is placed

against the patient's chest, the doctor can hear the pat' is
heartbeat. Sometimes the doctor can tell if something is+Wrong

with the heart by listening to the beats.

Words have beats also. Listen to the word

beat. Now listen to "hotter". It has two

the difference in "hot" and "hotter"? The
words are called syllables. "Hot" has one

syllables do you hear in "hotter"? (2)

In dle circle near each picture on your page write 1 if you hear

one beat or syllable when You name the picture. Write 2 if you

hear two beats when you name the picture. (Do first two with

children if necessary.)

"hot". It has one
beats. Can you hear
beats that you hear in
syllable. How many

picture/words: stretcher
siren
chart
needle
scale
school
pillow
menu

COMMENTS:

51T
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B-2 Family Doctor

Write 1 in the circle near the pictures having one syllable. Write 2 in the

circle near the pictures having two syllables.

Syllables

O

0

O
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B-2 Family Doctor
Main Idea/Detail

The pictures on your page show family doctors doing different

jobs. Beneath each -w of pictures is a sentence that tells about

one of the pictures Olen I read the sentence, put an X in the

corner square of the picture the sentence tells about.

Listen: The
heartbeats.
(first one)

doctor us..;s a stethosco pe to listen to patients'

Which of the pictureiTh the first row shows this?

Put an X in the corner box of the first picture.

Continue:

2. The doctor uses a scale to weigh patients.

3. The doctor keeps a health record for each patient.

4. The doctor gives shots and vaccinations.

S. The doctor writes prescriptions for medicine.

6. The doctor uses a thermometer to take patients' temperatures.

COMMENTS:

21r
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B-2 Family Doctor
Main Idea/Detail

Listen and put an X in the corner square of the picture that each sentence

tells about.

1. The doctor uses a stethoscope to listen to patients'

r

heartbeats.

2. The doctor uses a scale to weigh patients.

3. The doctor keeps a health record for each patient.

L

L
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4. The doctor gives shots and%vaccinations.

a 11

5. The doctor writes prescLiptions for meklicinc.

9 12

1

6. The doctor uses a thermometer to take patients' temperatuies.

.3
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8-2 Family Doctor
Alphabet/Printing

Keeping track of patients' growth is part of the family doctor's

job. Family doctors keep track of patients' weight. They use a

large scale to weigh patients.

The scales on your page have upper case letters written on them.

On the lines on the bottom of the scale, print the same lower case

letter.

COMMENTS:

41°
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8-2 Vitally Doctor Alphabet /Printing

On the lines on each scale print the lower case form of the letter shown on

each scale.
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8-2 Dentist

Dentists are doctors who take care of patients' teeth and gums.

They treat teeth with cavities and teach their patients how to

care for their teeth, so they get fewer cavities:

When patients go to dentists,,they sit in special chairs which

are adjusted to fit the patients and steady their heads. The

dentists use small round mirrors with long handles to see all

of -the tooth surfaces in the patients' mouths. The dentists

look for cavities on and between the teeth. Sometimes dentists

use x-ray machines `to take pictures of the teeth. In the x-ray

pictures, the dentists can see problems in teeth below the

gum Line.

When dentists find cavities in teeth, they give the patients

shots of Novocaine. The Novocaine deadens threrves in the
area so the patients can't feel anything.

e

L.

Dentists use a special drill to make a hole in t e tooth. The

drill removes the area of the tooth that is damag d by the cavity.

Dentists then pack the holes with silver filling. If the cavity

is in the front teeth, dentists use a white fillin to match the

color of the teeth.

If teeth are so bad
extract or pull INat
false teeth to fill

re.

that fillings don't work, -,tee dentists will

those teeth. Sometimes the dentists make
in the spaces where teeth have been pulled.

Dentists also use special tools to clean teeth. They encourage

patients to go into the office twice a year to have their teeth

cleaned and to have a check-up. They show their patients how to

use toothbrushes, fluoride toothpaste and dental floss to care

for their teeth themselves. Dentists know that teaching their

patients about these things will help them have healthier teeth

and fewer visits to the dentists' offices.

8-2 Dentist

Draw a circle around each of the tools used

Clockwise from toothbrush: lollipop, false

menu, mirror, patientri-Fhair.

COMMENTS:
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by dentists at work.
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B-2 Dentist Equal To

Dentists use many different tools to fix patients' teeth. Each
of the boxes on your page has two sets of dentists' tools. In

some boxes the two sets have the same number of tools; in some
boxes, the two sets are not the same.

When two sets have the same number of items, we say the sets are

equal. The symbol for equal is = (demonstrate on board). In

each box make the equal sign in the circle if the two sets have
the same number of tools. Beneath the equal sets, write the
number sentence for that set.

Look at the first box. How many toothbrushes are in the first

set? (3). How many toothbrushes are in the second set? (3)
Are these sets equal? (yes) Write the equal sign in the circle
between the two sets.

Now write the number sentence on the line beneath the sets.
How many toothbrushes are in the first set? (3) Write 3 on the

line beneath the sets. Write the equal sign beside the 3. How

many toothbrushes are in the second set? (3) Write another 3

on the other side of the equal sign. Now let's read the nur ier

sentence. "Three equals three." Is that a true sentence? (yes)

Continue in a similar manner for the remaining problems. (Do not

attempt number sentences for unequal sets.)

COMMENTS:
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1-2 Dentist Equal To

Write the equal sign in the circle between equal sets. Write the number sentenc

beneath equal sets.

Alj "
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B-2 Dentist Not Equal

The dentist uses an x-ray machine to take pictures of teeth. In
each box on your page is a set of x-rays and a set of teeth.
Schve of the sets are equal; some are not equal. The symbol
for not equal is d (demonstrate).

Look at each box. If the two sets in the box are equal, write
the equal sign in the circle between the sets. If the sets are
not equal, write the unequal sign in the circle. Write the number
sentences for each box on the line beneath the box.

(Do sample items if necessary.)

COMMENTS:
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Bouttlet

Write the equal sign in the circles

in the circle between unequal sets.
below each box.

Not Equal

between equal sets; the not equal sign

Write the number sentence on the line

4
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B-2 Dentist Main Idea

In each row listen and put an X in the corner square of the picture
the sentence tells about.

I. The dentist uses an x-ray machine to take pictures of
patients' teeth.

2. The dentist uses a special mirror to look at patients'
teeth.

3. The)dentist keeps a complete dental record for each patient.

4. The dentist teaches his patients about correct dental care.

COMMENTS:

SOT



$ -2 Dentist Main'Idea

Listen and write an X in the corner square of the picture the sentence tells

about.

1. The dentist uses an x-ray machine to take pictures of patients'

teeth.

2. The dentist uses a special mirror to look at patients' teeth.

SO
10a



3. The dentist keeps a complete dental record for each patient.
024

1.11. '

4. The dentist teaches his-patients about correct. dental care.

BEST COPY -AVAILABLE



B-2 Family Doctor/Dentist Review

On yOur page are pictures of a family doctor and a dentist.
Beneath theix pictures are pictures of their tools. Draw a
line from each tool to the worker who uses it.

COMMENTS :

427

111
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B-2 Family Doctor/Dentist Review

Draw a line from each tool o the worker who uses that tool.

SO. 112

1%
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13-2 School Nurse

School nurses are special nurses who take care of children while
they are in school. They learn to be 'nurses at special nurses'
schools or colleges.

School nurses take care of children who become sick during
school hours. If a child becomes ill, the teacher sends the
student to the nurse. The school nurse usually takes the child's
temperature with a fever thermometer. She may use a stethoscope
to listen to the student's heart and lungs. The nurse has a cot
where the student may lie down, if necessary. When she has done
everything she can for the student, the nurse calls the student's
parents to tell them their child is ill.

When a student is hurt in the school building or on the school
grounds, the school nurse uses first aid to treat the injury.
She may use ice packs on a bruise, bandages on a cut, or a splint
on a broken bone. If the injury is serious, the nurse calls
an ambulance to take the student to a hospital.

The school nurse keeps a health record for each student in the
school. She keeps track of the shots and vaccinations for each
student. She also keeps information about any diseases or special 1

health problems. Each year the nurse measures the height and weight
of each student and writes the information in the health records.
She checks each student's eyes using an eye testing chart. The
nurse has a special machine to test students' hearing.

School nurses are important workers because they help students
stay healthy. They try to notice health problems before they
become serious. Some school nurses teach students about health,
nutrition and safety, so the students will take care of themselves
properly.

B-2 School Nurse Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used by school nurses at work. Put
an x on those tools not used by school nurses.

Clockwise from thermometer: stethoscope, crayon, cot, ice bag,
eye chart, ball otstring, gauze bandage.

COMMENTS:

413T
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D-2 School Mires Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used by school nurses at work. Put an X on

those tools'not used by school nurses.

1.14
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B-2 School Nurse Main Idea

The pictures on your page show many of the jobs done by school
nurses. As I read the titles of the pictures to you, print the
number of each title in the corner box of the picture it describes.

Listen to the first title: Taking a Temperature. Which picture
shows the school nurse taking a temperature? (seventh picture)
Write 1 in the corner square of the third picture.

Continue in a similar manner for:

2. Bandaging A Cut

3. Calling A Parent

4. Keeping Health Records

5. Teaching About Good Foods

6. Helping A Sick Student

7. Weighing A Student

8. Testing Students' Eyesight

COMMENTS:

414T
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H-2 School Nurse Main Idea

Listen and write the number of each title in the corner square of the picture
it describes.

IM
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8-2 School Nurse Alphabet/Printing

School nurses keep complete health records for each student
in the school. The health records show shots and vaccinations,
illnesses, and special medications.

Each of the health records on your page has an upper case letter
printed on it. On the lines on the health record print the lower
case form of the letter shown.

COMMENTS:

r
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1ST
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-2 School 'Arse Alphabet/Printing

Oa the lines on each health record print the lower case fors of the letter

shown.

119



B-2 School Nurse
Alphabet/Printing

School nurses haVe cots in their offices so that students can

lie down when they become sick at school.

Above each of the cots on your page is a lower case letter.

On the lines by the cots, print the upper case form'of the letters'

shown above the cots.

COMENTS:

C
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5-2 School Nurse Alphabet/Printing

On the lines by the cots, print the upper case form of the letters shown

above the cots.
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8-2 Eye Doctor

Eye doctors or optometrists help people take care of their eyes.

They go to special colleges to learn about the care and treatment

of eyes. Eye doctors need a license to work. They take special

tests to get their licenses to practice.

a Eye doctors use a special eye chart to test people's eyes. The

eye chart has rows of letters of different sizes. The letters

are large at the top of the chart, but get smaller and harder

to read near the bottom of the chart. The doctors can tell how

well you see by checking how far down the chart you can read.

Often eye doctors will use a special testing machine to check

for eie. problems. The machine is movable, so it can be adjusted

to fit people of different size*. As the patients look through

the machines, eye doctors can change the lenses. In this way,

the eye doctors can find ont what is wrong with patients' eyes.

When eye doctors find problems tith patients' vision, they prescribe

treatment for patients. Some patients may need to wear eyeglasses

or contact lenses so they can see better. Other patients may need

eye drops or even surgery to correct their eye problems.

Eye doctors or optometrists may work in their owl offices, in

hospitals or in clinics. They do important work, because they

help people take care of their-eyes.

0-2 Eye Doctor/Optometrist
Classifying Tools

Draw a circle around each tool used by eye doctors at work. Put

an X on those tools not used by eye doctors at work.

Clockwise from eye chart: glasses, Christmas bulb, eye drops,

contact lenses,
testing

COMMENTS:

ST
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B-2 Eye Doctor/Optometrist Classifying Tools

*?

Draw a circle around each tool used by eye doctors at work. Put an X on those

tools not used by eye doctors at work.
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B-2 Eye Doctor/Optometrist Fact/Fantasy

The pictures on your page show eye doctors doing different jobs.
Some of the pictures are true; some are not. In the corner
box of each picture write T (for True) if the picture shows
something the eye doctor does at work. Write F if the picture
shows something an eye doctor does not do at work.

COMMENTS:

My, I ..17101.1.1.01111. wipo 1i4I.i 1.1 ...RA
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8-2 Eye Doctor/Optometrist

Write T in the corner squares of the pictures that show Jobs
do at work; write F for pictures which show Jobs not done by
work.

Fact/Fantasy

that eye doctors
eye doctors at

125

BEST Crny r



B-2 Eye Doctor/Optometrist
Alphabet/Printing

Eye doctors prescribe eye drops OW same vision problems. The

drops come in a squeeze bottle. The patient holds the bottle

upside down over his eye. When he squeezes the bottle, the medicine

comes out a drop at a time and drips into the patient's eye.

Each of the eyes on your page has an upper case letter written

on the pupil. On the lineson the eye drop bottle above each

eye, print the lower case form of the letter shown on the eye.

COMMENTS:

70T
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B-2 Eye Doctor/Optonetriat Alphabet /Printing

On the lines wench bottle of eye
letter shown on the aye below it.

- ..=o

drops print the lower case form of the

70
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B-2 Eye Doctor/Optometrist Alphabet/Printing

Eye doctors or optometrists prescribe eye glasses for some patients.

The special lenses in the eye gla.sses help the patient see more

clearly.

Each of the irs of eye glasses on your page has a lower case

letter on one lens. On the lines of the other lens, print
the upper case form of the letter shown on the eye glasses.

COMMENTS:

71T

_127



B-2 Eye Doctor/Optoisetrist . Alphabet/Printing

On the lines on the eye glasses print the upper case form of the letter

shown on the glasses.

12



B-2 Eye Doctor/School Nurse Review

On your page are pictures of an eye doctor and a school nurse.

Beneath their pictures are pictures of their tools. Draw a line

from each tool to the worker who uses it.

COMMENTS:

7211



5-2 Eye Doctor/School Nurse Review

Draw a line from each tool to the worker,who uses that tool.
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1:

B-2 Health Cluster Review

1:

Draw a line from each worker to the set of tools that he or she
uses. Then draw a line from the tools to the place where the
worker works.

COMMENTS

7 3T
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S -2 Health Cluster Review

Draw a line from each worker to the set of tools that he or she uses. Then

draw a line from the tools to the place where the worker works.

73 132 BEST COPY AV
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B-2 Personal Service Cluster

Draw a picture of your favorite worker in the personal service -

cluster. Include in your drawing at least one tool that worker

would use.

COMMENTS.:

/
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B-2 Personal Service Cluster

Draw a picture of your favorite worker in the personal service cluster.
Include in your drawing at least one tool that worker would use.



Ls

8-2 Health Cluster

Draw a picture of your favorite worker in the health cluster.
Include in your drawing at least one tool that worker would use.

COMMENTS:

711T
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B-2 Health Cluster

Draw a picture of your favorite worker in the health cluster. Include in your

drawing at least one tool that worker would use.

71
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Is This Is a picture of a school cafeteria.

Which worker is most likely to be found

working in a school cafeteria? Put a big X

on the picture of the worker you choose.

a. ambulance b. dietician c. waitress
driver

139 BEST COPY AVAILABLE



2. This is a picture of a stable.

to"

Which worker is most likely to be found

working 'In a stable? Put a big X on the

Picture of the worker YOU Choose.

a: bber/ b. blacksmith 'cl gas station

hatrdresser
attendant

A
41Ik

tit'

ifit 1
...

140 UST COPY MA



3, This is a picture of some medicine.

.3

Which worker is allowed to decide to give

medicine to a person who is sick? Put a big X

on the picture of the worker you choose,

a. blacksmith b. family doctor c. school nurse

141
CP4:1A AVAIL:Alf



4. The worker in this picture is an eye

doctor.

Which tool is an eye doctor most likely to ust

at work? Put a. big X on the picture of the

tool you choose,

a, chart b, needle c, stetnoscope

A
RSMCIP
11011Agm.,

.a
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5. The child in this picture is wiping

spilled water off the to of a table.

40-4,1110

Which worker's job is most likely to include
the task of wiping spilled water off the top
of a table? Put a big X on the picture of
the worker you choose.

a. children's b. dentist
doctor

c. waiter



6, The child in this picture has cavities

that' are hurting him,

Which worker's Job is most likely to include

the task of stopping the child's cavities
from hurting? Put a big X on the picture of

the worker you choose.

a. children's b. day care
doctor worker

c.' dentist



7. The worker in this picture is an

ambulance driver.

'Which tool is an aMbulance driver most likely

to use at work? Put a big X on the picture of

the tool you choose.

a. anvil b, nails c. stretcher



8. This is a picture of some tmbes.

Which worker is most likely to use tubes at

work? Put a big X on the picture of the

worker you choose,

a, school b. T. V.
nurse repairer

c. waitress

14t
A

EST COPY AVAILABLE



9. The child in this picture is weighing

herself.

Which worker's job is most likely to include

the -bask of weighing a child? Put a big X on

the picture of the worker you choose.

a..barber b. children's C. dentist
doctor



10. This is a picture of :o cash register.

Which worker is most likely to use a cash

register on the Job, Put a bilg X on the

Picturp of the worker you choose.

a. dietician b. family c, gas station
doctor attendant

146 BEST CZ allABLZ



11. The child in this picture is using a

Jump rope.

4

Which worker's tools and equipment are most
likely to include Jump ropes for children to

use? Put a big X on the picture of the worker
you choose.

a. ambulance b. day care c. dentist
workerdriver



J.

1

12, The worker in this picture is a school

nurse,

Which tools are most likely used by a school
nurse at work? Put a big X on the plcture of
the tools you choose.

a, bandages b, needles c. medicine

150 BEST COPY null:



13, This child is eating a meal that

contains food from the 4 food groups,

Whichporkers Job is most likely to include
the tk of planning meal g that contain food
from the 4 food groups. Put a big X on the
Picture of the worker you choose,

a. dietician b. eye doctor c. waitress

1

151 BEST C571 All LE



14. This is a picture of someone's home.

Which worker's-Job is most likely to include_

the task of going to someones home? Put a

big. X on the picture of the worker you choose,

a. blacksmith b, dietician c. TV repairer

152
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15. the woiker in this picture is a barber,

Which tool is en bari?er most l.ikely.tto use on

the Job? Put a big X on the picture of the

tool you choose.

a. first aid kit 11, needle c. razor

IM
41.

al.
MP 04

4V
IV 44
V. 44. Vo

... Mr

Ile

153
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M. The worker in this picture is a dentist.

Which tool is a dentist most likely to use at

work? Put a 6ig on the picture of the tool

you choose.

a. mirror b. stethoscope C. thermometer

1



0-0

17. This is a picture of a wrench.

Which worker is most likely to,use a wrench.

on the Job? Put a big X on the picture of the

worker you choose.

a, blacksmith b. day care c, gas station
worker attendant

I

1

BEST 1 AVAILABLE



18, The child in this acture is washing

his hair.

Which worker's job is most likely to include

the task of washing someone's hair? Put a

big X on the picture of the worker you choose,

a, barber b, children's c, day care
doctor worker

111.411ft, -r. .L4PIMPEMIIIIMMI=1111WHININERIMImmwmommop



19. The child in this picture values keeping

her body healthy.

#1,
One of the meals pictured below contains food
from all 4 food groups? Which meal will the

girl chgose? Put a Dig X on thg picture of

the meal you think the girl will chooses

a. chicken with
a potato/ a
green salad &

Ia glass of Iced
tea with lemon.

b. hamb
wuith
rger on

a roll
french fries, a
Pickle, & a
glass of water.

c. spaghetti
with tomato
sauce & meat-
balls, with a
glass of milk.

151/
BEST Gail iiiirs'4.41i:11



20, The boy in this picture has the goal of

owning a dog.

Which picture shows what is most likelv the

.
boy's best planning step? Put a big X on
the picture you choose,

a, finding out
how much tree
time he has,

0, with a
friend who has
a mother dog
and pups,

c, working, for
a neighbor to
earn money,

15s BEST COPY



Student Activities
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B2 PERSONAL SERVICES
TELEVISION REPAIRER

addi lanai les

avai !able at cost

BLACKSMITH

GAS STATION
ATTENDANT

41111111100(

DAY CARE

fill
WORKER

A640 iaillo
HAIRDRESSER %.10

BARBER

WAITRESS

166
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B2-1:016 11,-2 Who Can Help?

16:

Directions:

Point to worker who can help
solve each probleR.

Materials:

Included:
Titled pictures

Needed:
None

170
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NI I I M I I In I In MIIII 1111111 NO Rim MI lima rr err in i WIMP

PROBLEM

broken television

1 7.1

Ili MO. I I.

WHO CAN HELP?

day COM worker television repairer children. doctor

gas station attendant family doctor hair stylist

V .1



112-vima- 3 Goals 1, 2, 3

1

1
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4

Ask gym teacher
About borrowing a
kick ball.

,IP Lad out whi
triands want to

play kick ball.

it

Ask Mother how to
make a card.

ii
41%o

41101.

Get together with
friends to practice
kiqk ball.

ii

Decide what things
you need to make a
card.

fm

Ask brother to help
with a surprise
yarty..

0

Cut and paste paper
to make a,oard.

ill

Write a list of
everything you need
for a party.

GOAL:\hava a 9aaa
of kidk ball.

it
z
1

GOAL: make a card.

gc 4uf ottl. %Oft cards on satetail
1 7tf

Shop for party
needs.

ill

GOAL: have a
surprise birthday

rirraruk



GOAL-ATTAINING MOUNTAIN

CARD GAME

have a kick ball game

make a card

k

4

have a surprise
birthday party

a

17:1 BESI Cal AVAILABLE



112-111C11-41 Goals 4, 5, 6

1

Diraatiomss

Put cards as coszcaat spasms
as mountain. Wan 4kaal-
attaining mountain teas

.

latesriala
Included:

12 Cards

Needed:
Game board liras B2- 3)
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O
a
ia

Choose days to work
with blackmaith.

VI

[GOAL s bacons a
family doctor .

eAsI- au+ +Watt CAMS OP *Oita' alvi korizathe biter

1 67e
--
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GOAL-ATTAINING MOUNTA1 N

CARD GAME

family doctor

blaiks faith

televisiolu repairer
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DRIVER



Personal Service Worker Stories

Aibaktiagionsw -

Direstioggsg

Mead stories.

Materials:

AMIN .1P.040111111110e:

laggladeds
Stories
Pietures

heads
Mane

is'



AP

This is Ricky

BELLE GETS SHOES

This is Belle

Belle is Ricky's pony. Belle needs

Mon/

stable

This is

Mary is a blacksmith. Mary works in a

stable. Mary uses on

Ricky takes Belle to the blacksmith's

any

and harmer and

make shoes for Belle. Mary uses a

shoes on Belle. Ricky rides Belle )ome.

1b

to

to out the

BEST COPY MUM



ABBY LEARNS A NEW GAME

This is Abby This is Stan

day core worker. Stan works at a day care center.

Stan takes care of Abby and other

. Stan Is a

while their

Parents are at work. Stan shows al the children how to play games and

shdre MS. Abby wants to play with the jumprope.

rri111.111ilEt
Doris & Fozia

wont tne jumprope too. Stan shows Abby. Doris, and Fozia a new

game with the

jurivroPe

. Abby, Doris, and Fozia-share the

RF$7 COPT AVAILABLE_



BEN SEES TOM AND JERRY"

TV. Ben's

Yv

Jan Is a TV i'epairer.

Jan goes to Ben's

with her, Jan uses a

Jan puts some new

. )en wants' to watch cartoons on
a

Is broken. This is Jan

. Jan takes her

41-

Q!)
tool box

to take the back off Ben's TV,

in Ben's TV. Ben'watches "Tom

and Jerry" on TV. Jan goes back to her

shop

BEST COPY AVAILABIk



Sue

This is Harry

HARRY GETS A HAIRCUT

. His hair is very long. This is

Suelis a barber. She works in the

Harry goes to the barbershop. Sue washes Harry's hair

Sue uses a and and

razor scissors iaomb

Wait

and style Harry's hair. Harry looks at himself in a mirror

He likes the way he looks.

I A Barber is also called a Hairstylist or a Hairdresser

19; BEST COPY AvAnma



This is Tina

TINA EATS OUT

. Tint] is hungry. This is Roy

Roy if, a waiter. Roy works in a

restaurant. Tina reads the

eat. ROY brings the

food

Roy wipes UP the spilled water

. Tina goes into the

and tells Roy what she wants to

water

t71--to Tina. Tina spills her

Tina eats all of her food. Roy cleans off the

pays Roy some

. Tina says "thank you."

. Roy says "thank you."

Tina

"A! BEST COPY AVAILABLE



This is Mike

MIKE GOES TO THE RACES

This Is Mike's car

Mike's car will not go. This is Maria

at the gas station

attL.Jant.

Maria uses a

iall17111

4 Maria works

Maria is a gas station

to fix the engine in Mike's car.

Then Maria PUMPS as

Maria for the gas. Maria puts the

Mike drives his car to the

into Mike's car. Mike pays

in a

cash rsgistsir

race track.

193 BEST COPY AVAILABLE



82-J6R-2 Who Can Help?

1.1At

Directions:

1. Read problem and choose
worker who can help.

2. Put blank cards over pictures
of workers who cannot help.

Materials:

included:
Text
Pictures
12 Cover cards

!Seeded:
Sone

t t f t 1

19.)



PROBLEM

broken TV

=mmin

needs a haircut

1 9 .1

4answ,.,

HELPER

day care worker TV repairer gas station attendan

day care worker gas station attendant waiter

gas station attendant blacksmith

,97



or

covey cowls fwv 2"llta 2r.
BK cut out colds on tolidi wilcol an her;gatfiti 141CS
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PROBLEM

car needs gas

children are not

sharing' toy

horse needs shoes

HELPER

gas station attendant

.4014mP4444414444444444444.moimmonli441m04441nrim=immonilIIINPNIM10.1411141mill4=11M11181.

day care worker TV repairer waitress

gas station attendant barber blacksmith
444144=1

200



02-J6R-3 Tool Fishing

2u t

Directioee:

1. Attach newset to stick vith
string. Then.attaab ass,

--piper clip to eadb tool fish'
and put tool "fish' face-down
in pond.

2. Take turns "fishing";
name eh tool and worker
utcramse it.

..11.+4

f

Materials:

Included&
Gass hoard
20 Tool "fish" cards

Seeded:
S° Stick (for fiabing)
Magnet (fog flabbexak)
String (to attach magnet to

stick)
20 Paper clips (for "fish')
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scissors

t)

wrench tire
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Gas Station .Attendant

Ca

Si admit tit

TV Repairer
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112-412-4 Workerm-buildini Match-ups

Directions:

1. Players eadb get ems set
of :rockers.

2. Inks turns rolling die and
sowing; discard workaz when
land on mark place spew.

3. Winner is first player to
discard all embers.

Materials

Included:
Game board
3 Sets of worker figures"

(6 in a set)

Seeded:
None

2u :s sr'
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Barber/hairstylist
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*Mb

(os stntinn 1V Repairer
Attendant
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blacksmith
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lay Care WorFer
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Waitress
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$2 -J R-5 Health Worker Stories

r

4ir

214
1111111=i0

Nil OEM .-..11111111 MN NMI

Directions:
Road stories.

Materials:
Includeds

Illustrated stories
deeded:

None

21:o





DIETICIAN

Sometimes we eat in the school

the dietician, plans what we
eat at school. He makes sure we get

ffc)od groups
1101011.1=1...

111 food from the every day-.

iThese foods keep us strong and healthy.

21
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Dentist

is a Dentist. Dentists are doctors

who care for and repair

our teeth with a
tooth

rush

Brushing

will help fight tooth

decay . Mary uses special taols like a

and to repair her patients' teeth.

4
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EYE DOCTOR

,the eye doctor, uses an

to check people's' If someone

has an eye problem,tioseph uses a

machine called a it helps him

find out what is wrong. Sometimes his

patients need
eye glasses
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School Nurse

is a school nurse. She takes

care of children who are in

Shirley may use a to take a child's.

temperature. She keeps a health record'

on every child in the school.
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AMBULANCE DRIVER

is an ambulance driver.
When people are sick or hurt she uses

o carry them into the

I Then Linda drives people to the

She warns other drivers to let the

ambulance pass with
siren & flashing

lights

2-21--------- --
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Health workers
help take care of

people's bodies
and minds.

Some Hea lt
workers help
take care of

anim , too.
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1112-1,7611-6 Eating the Big Four

C 2t)

Directions:

Listen to audio tape.

Materials:

Included:
Pictures

4Audio tape
Tent ,t1

Weeded:
Tape recorder

N:SraparimmormIrrimpowlosprwialki #.ffeismonsi---ret**v404 227
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Spaghetti. with tomato sauce and meatballs,
with a glass of milk.

'Tea fish sandwich on whole wheat bread, wt
lettuce and tomato, and glass of milk.

Chicken, salad (carrots, pineapple, and raisins)

rolls, and milk.

le

Hamburger with cheese on roll, frenth fries
pickle, and glass of water.

k, "
n"..



Eating the Big Four

Announcer:

We are going to meet Luis and Althea. They are dieticians. What word do you

hear inside the word dietician? Listen: Dietician . Did

you say diet? That's rig%. Ttlet word "diet" means the food someone usually eats.

A healthy diet will help you to be strong. A healthy body will help you to have

more fun. ,Healthy bodies feel good. Carlos and Stephanie, come over, let's ask

Luis and Althea some questions about their work.

Carlos: Hi, what are you doing?

Luis: I'm making a meal plan for this school. I make sure each meal includes

food from the four basic groups. I call these groups the Big Four.

Althea: And I work at a hospital. I also make sure that each meal includes food

from the Big Four.

Carlos: What are the Big Four?

Luis: The Big Four are:

1) Oe meat and eggs group, 2) the fruit and vegetable group, 3) the

dairy group, and, finally, 4) the bread and cereals group.

Stephanie: How are these groups different, Althea?

Althea: Each of the Big 'Four food groups helps people grow in a different way.

Stephanie: Do you mean that If I eat meat and eggs I'll grow in a round way, and if

I eat cereals I'll grow in a square way, and if i eatl'iregetables I'll grow

in a triangular way?

Luis: No, silly. Meat, fish, and eggs all give us protein. Protein helps us

grow by building our muscles. What are some meat and egg dishes you like?

Carlos: I like hamburgers and omelettes and meat loaf and tuna fish. Will they

all help me build strong muscles?

Luis: Yes, now I'll ask the children who are listening a question. Children,

how do foods from the meat and eggs food group help us to grow?

If you said that they build muscles; you are right.

. 230



Stephanie: I've heard that eating carrots helps us to see better. is that true?

Althea: Yes, Stephanie, carrots, sweet potatoes, and other orange vegetables that

are filled with Vitamin A help our eyes to see better, even at night.

Vitamin C is found in fruits like oranges, grapefruits, and lemons, and

in green leafy vegetables like spinach and dandelion greens. Vitamin C

foods help us to keep our gums healthy.

Luis: All fruits and vegetables help us fight colds, sore throats, and stuffed

noses. When we eat fruits and vegetables we are being our own doctors

and dentists by keeping our eyes, gums, nose, and throats healthy. It is

a good way to keep our bodies free from sickness. Children, can you

remember some foods that help us to see better?

Althea: Did you say carrots, pumpkinsjo'sweet potatoes, or another orange vegetable?

Well, you're right, they are Vitamin A foods. Can you name a fruit that

gives us Vitamin C?

Did you say lemons, grapefruits, oranges, or a green leafy vegetable?

You're right again.. All raw fruits and vegetables help keep our teeth

clean and help us fight colds.

Carlos: 1 live on a dairy farm. Althea, do foods from the dairy group come from

a dairy farm?

Althea: Yes, Carlos, dairy foods like milk, butter, cheese, and yogurt all come

from cows. These foods are full of calcium, They help to build our teeth

and bones, and make them strong.

Stephanie: Luis, my favorite foods are chocolate candy and cake because they taste

so good. What do these foods help me to do?

Luis: Well, Stephanie, all they do are taste good. Candy and cake hurt your

teeth. They fill you up, but burn away quickly and leave us empty and

even hungrier. They aren't good fuel.

Stephanie: What foods are good fuel for people?

2,11
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Luis: Foods from the bread and cereal group are good fuel. These foods keep

us warm and `give us energy to play and work longer and harder. Some

cereal grains are oats and rice and wheat. Oatmeal Cowls from oats.

Bread and pancakes and spaghetti are made from wheat. Children, do you

eat rice often? Can you name other grains

you have eaten?
4

Althea: it is important to eat foods from each of the Big Four food groups

every day. I will ask same questions about these foods. After each

question, shut off the tape and think. After you have answered, put

the tape on again and you can check your answers.



Althea:

Luis:

Althea:

Steitmie:

Althea:

Carlos:

Althea:

Stephanie:

Carlos:

Luis and Althea:

All:

.1"
*Pi

When we are cold in the winter and need extra fuel to give us energy and

keep us warm, what group should you choose your food from? (pause)

If you said bread and cereals. you're right.

If your dentist finds many cavities in your teeth, what is the food group

which will help your teeth get stronger and harder? (pause)

The dairy group.

Luis ate these foods at dinner: milk. spaghetti. and. meatballs. Tell

which food group he forgot to include. (pause)

Fruits and vegetables.

I have eaten three pieces of cheese and a tuna fish sandwich on rye bread.

What are some foods I should eat next?

Fruits and vegetables.

Happy and healthy eating to everyone.' Thank you, Luis. Thanks, Althea.

Thank you both.

Goodbye.

(pau'aie)
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112-Jsit-7 Health Skills Bingo

Directions:

Mae bingo activity.

Materials:

Included:
8 Bingo cards
42 Calling cards
60 Starkers

Needed:
Ho

235
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82 Around the Town

Directions:

I.. Two players each get one
set of tool cards.

Take turns rolling die and
moving; discard appropriate
tool card when land as work
place.

3. Winner is first player to
discard all tool cards.

Materials:

Included:
Game board
2 Sets of 11 tool cards

Needed:
Die
2 Markers
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112-41A-9 Dial-a-tool Mime
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Directions:

1. Mama each problem pictured.

2. Name, and line up on dial,
the worker and tools needed
to solve each problem.

3. Act out role of worker
solving Problem.

Materials:

Included:
Worker-tool dial.

Needed:
None
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132-0AR-10 Hats and Badges

Directions:

1. Choose favorite worker and
tool: make workar hat out of
newspaper, and tool badge
out of construction paper.

2. Wear hat and badge to act
out role of worker.

Materials:

Included:
Pictures

Seeded:
Newspaper
Tape
Construction paper
Scissors
Pencils
Round Object to trace
Safety pins
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82 -SA-3 The Senses Word Together

27 tl
irsommase".....

Directions:

1. Ansvirs to questions are
in middle column.

1

2. Metal' it in'114t and right
a columns with sense organs in

middle column.

Materials:

Included:
Titled pictures

Needed:
None

274
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1. Now do you know when there is a cake in the oven?
2. Bow do you know that a lawn is sow?
3. Sem do you know that there are care on the road?
4. Haw do you know that there are children playing

outside lama the windows are too high to look
out art

5. OW do you know that it is very hot
or cold outdoors?

6. Sow di you know the color of your hair?
7, How do you know lam you have burned

yourself on the -stove?
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bowl o soup
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B2 -SA -2 Uansel and Gretel

Directions:

Read story.
When do Hansel and Gretel
use their five senses?

Materials:

Included:
Illustrated story

Needed:
Time

2 SO
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Retold by
Connie Gans
Illustrated by
Elisa Ross



Once upon a time, a very long time ago. Hansel and Gretel lived with their

father and stepmother In a little house near a big forest. They were very, very

poor and often very hungry.

One night, Hansel and Gretel were so hungry they couldn't fall asleep. They

heard their stepmother say, "We don't have enough food for Hansel and Grate! and

ourselves; so tomorrow we'll take the children far into the forest, light a camp-

fire, and give they each one small piece of bread. Then we'll go to our work, but

we won't came back for them. Hansel and Gretel will never find their way home

again."
"No," said their father.
"Yes, you fool," said their stepmother. "We have to get rid of the children

because we can't feed them, or we'll all die of hunger."

"Okay," said their father. 1



After their parents were asleep, Hansel got up. He wanted to go outside and

pick up pebbles, as he'd done before, but his stepmother had locked the door.

"Don't cry, Gretel," he said'. "Worn find a way' to help ourselves."

Early in the morning, the stepmother came and woke them up. She gave them

each a piece of bread, even smaller than the pieces she'd given them before. On

the way into the forest, Hansel crumbled his piece in his pocket, and often stood

still and threw a little piece on the ground.

"Why do you stop and look around?" the father asked Hansel.

"I'm looking at my little pigeon sitting on the roof. She wants to say

goodbye to me," answered Hansel.
"Mumbskulli" yelled the stepmother. "That's not your little pigeon. That's

the morning sun shining on the chimney."
But Hansel, little by little, threw all the crumbs on the path.
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The stepmother led the children still deeper

into the forest, where they had never been before.

When a campfire was made, she told them, "Just sit

there, you two. When you're tired, you cat' sleep

a little. We're going to chop wood. We'll come

and get you this evening, when we're done."

At noon, Gretai shared her bread with Hansel,

who had scattered his away. Then they fell asleep

and evening passed, but no one came to get them.

It was dark when they woke up, but Hansel

said, "Just wait 'till the moon comes up, Gretel.

Then we'll see the crumbs of bread I threw out,

and we'll find our way home."
When the moon came up, they found no crumbs.

The thousands of birds that live in the _west had

picked them all up.
Hansel kept saying, "We'll find our way,

Gretel."
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Out they walked all night and all the next
day and did not find their way out of the forest.
They walked three more days, with nothing to eat
but a few berries they found on the ground.
Always they walked deeper into the forest. They

were very tired and very, very hungry. Without

help, soon, they would die.
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At noon they saw a beautiful snow-white bird that sang so autlfully that
they stood still to listen to It.

When the bird finished it's
them. They followed the bird to

As Hansel and Greta* walked
then they sew that the house was
were made of clear sugar.

song, it spread its wings and flew in front of
a little house and saw the bird land on the roof.
'nearer, they began to smell wonderful'odors, and
made of bread and covered with cakes. The windows'
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"Ah." said Hansel, "let's eat."
Hansel broke off a little of the roof, to see how it tasted. Gretel leaned

against the window and nibbled at the panes. Then they heard a soft voice say:

"Nibble, nibble, little mouse,
Who is nibbling
At my little house?"

The children answered:
"The wind, the wind,
The wind is blowing
At your little house."

The children went on eating.
Hansel liked the taste of the roof and tore down a big piece of it.

Gretal took out a whole window pans and sat down to eat it.

Suddenly the door opened and a very old woman hobbled out on crutches.

Hansel and Gretel were so scared that they dropped what they were eating.

The old woman nodded, though, and said, "Oh, you dear children. Come In

and stay with me. I won't hurt you."
She took Hansel and Gretel by the hand and led them into her house. She

fed them good food: apples and milk, and nuts and cheese. Then she covered

two little beds with clean sheets and Hansel and Gretel lay down. They had

never been so comfortable.
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The old woman had only pretended to be so kind. She was really a wicked

witch who lay in wait for children and had only built the house to attract them

there. When children came, she killed,...cooked, and ate them, with a big

celebration.
Witches have red eyes and can't see very well, but they home a keen sense

of smell, like animals. They can sniff out humans, especially children. when

they come near.
When Hansel and Gretel came near her houses she laughed a wicked laugh and

screeched, "I have Liam. I'll eat them." 9
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The,witch got up early the next morning, before Hansel and Gretal woke up,
and crept in to watch them sleeping.

"Yum," she said and licked her lips and drooled.
She grabbed Hansel, carried him outside, and locked him in a cage.
Hansel screamed and cried, but the witch laughed her wicked laugh and

said, "I have to fatten you up before I eat you."
Then she went to Gretel, shook her awake, and said, "Get up, lazy! Cook

something good for your brother In the cage outside. When he's fat enough. I'll

eat him."
Gretel cried, but it did no good. She had to do what the witch told her.

She was very scared. She cooked the very best food for Hansel, but she got to

eat only crab shells.
Every morning the witch went outside, laughed her wicked laugh and said,

"Stretch out your finger, Hansel, so I can tell if you're fat enough to eat."
Hansel, though, held out a little chicken bone to her; and the witch, who

couldn't see very well, thought it was Hansel's finger and was surprised that
there was no way to fatten him up.
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After five weeks. Hansel was still thin. The witch could wait no longer.

"Gretel," she said, "today I'll eat Hansel."
The witch opened the oven door, and fire came out.
"Get in, Gretel," said the witch, "and see if it's hot enough." Once

Gretel was in, the witch planned to shut the door and cook and eat Crete', too.

But Gretel knew what the witch wanted to do. She cried and said, "I don't

know how."
"What is the matter with you?" screamed the witch. "I'll show you, just

this one a."
The witch put her head In the oven. Gretel shoved her in, closed the door,

and locked it. The witch screamed, but Gratel ran may and the witch was burned

up.
Gretel ran to let Hansel out of his cage and told him what had happened.

They hugged each other, danced, and sang, 'Irlws wicked witch is dead."

They went into the witch's house and found chests full of money and jewels

In every corner. They filled their pockets with as much as they could carry and

started for home.
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When they came to a wide river with no bridge across it, Glatt& asked a white

duck swimming there to help them. Hansel got on and said, "Get on, Gretel."

Gretel answered, "No. Two of us would be too heavy for the little duck. She

can take us one at a time." And she did.

They found their way quickly through the forest and began to run when they

saw their home. They rushed Into the hobse and threw their arms around their

father's neck. Their father had been very sad while they were gone, but mow he

was so happy he danced and sang with Hansel and Gretel on his shoulders. The

12 stepmother had died. Then Hansel and Gretel showed their .pockets full of money

and jewels and they all lived happily forever after.
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112-SA-3 Quiet Sounds
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Directions:
Read poem.
Now many quiet sounds do you
reiresber?

Materials:
Included:

Poem
Pictures

Needed:
NODS
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FINGERS AND FILE

BRUSH WITH PAINT
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A

TREE WITH FALLEN LEAVES
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CUP. OF AMR SUGAR

Quiet Sounds'
.

When you go to bed at night
and really shoula be Sleeping,
do you hear the quiet sounds
the world is always making?

The little sounds of crickets,
the Miming radiator,
your older sister snoring,
the humming refrigerator:

Can you hear the breeze
as it blows through leaves on trees?
How about the cars
that go zooming down the streetT

°there are .lots of quiet sounds
in the daytime too.
Windshield wipers wiping,
patties-meters ticking,
raindrops quickly falling,
and down hallways heels are clicking.

I

WRIST WATCH

41is

Listen for the quiet wands.
They're always all around you.
There isn't a moment that goes by
when quiet sounds aren't sounding.

GIRL WITH KZ CREAM

,==11111_

RABBIT WITH LETTUCEiy

Add.r of 4

".11111111w

CALF WITH FLIES
29



8 2,1A-4 Listen and Rhyme

. Directions:

Real poem.
Memorise and recite first
poen, or write own poes6

Materials:

Included:
Poems
Pictures

Needed:
None

p
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BEDTIKI

I'm in my bed
and watching the stare
through an open window.
Via. waiting to dream
the night away
and wake again
to a brand now day.

S
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If\ ring hat:
i% _4: /d2

a

it was
all was _1.

Some mornings see .beglarwith a beng.
Sons nalaings you see,
begin with a clang.
The alarm clock was bussing,the door bell was ringing,
in the apartment upstairs,
somebody was singing.
Other .days begin peaceful and quiet,but no, not today,
it sOunds lite a riot.
Whit cmn you do,
on a day like today?
Pull up the covers,
and hope it all goes away.



112-8A-S A tray with babelfun Dia con Isabel

Dizessaym s
vit

1. load story.

Natarialso s

Isialudisds
Stogy
Pietisms

mondled s
lione

1
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Story by
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Illustrated by
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-to run-down the hill until she was .out of breath.

A Day with Isabel

1. Isabel left her house late one afternoon. She walked and walked and walked.
She walked quickly so that she would reach her favorite spot In the woods
before dark.

2. Isabel walked by some houses and waved to the people who looked out of
their windows and doorways.

3. Sogp she reached the woods. She walked slowly so that she would not
trillium the wild an

4. When Isabel arrived at her favorite spot she took a deep breath. There
she could smell the moss and listen to the waterfall.

5. Then she looked for her friend the frog. She looked under rocks and behind

trees.

%I.

6. She sat quietly and looked around without turning her head. She turned her

head from side to side. Out she did not find her good friend the frog.

7. Isabel decided to look for her. friend at the top of the waterfall. it was

a steep hill and long climb. There was no path. She climbed slowly but
she began to slide backwardS.

8. She held onto rocks and trees and coots In the ground. She climbed and
climbed.

9. What do you think Isabel saw at the top of the hill? She saw her friend the

frog peeking out at her from under a big black rock. She looked at the frog.

The frog looked at her. They both sat very quietly. They looked at each

other without saying a word.

10. Finally the frog said "RIBII1T." He jumped away. Isabel let the frog go

and then she skipped behind him. They both laughed to themselves. Isabel

skipped slowly and she skipped quickly. She loved to skip. She skipped

over the stream and over the rocks.

11. She stopped to rest. It was getting dark. Isabel found a trail and began

olo

12. When she got out of the woods she began to walk. When she saw people near

her house she waved to then. Isabel felt happy. She had had a wonderful
Ak

time In the woods.
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On Ora can Isabel

1. Una tarde Isabel solid de in casa. baba y cominaba. Casiniba rarido
porgy, quart& llegar a on *somata favorite) en el bosgue antes del
anochar.

2. Mantras baba, pasaba per alpines cases y salmdsba a la gents qua se
asosoba por las puertasyventanas.

3. Ent r6 an el boom. Casinaba despacio pats no eapantar a los aniaoles.

4. Cuando Isabel Ileg6 fouescondite foment'', del6 salir um umpire awl
Des& oler el ousgo y escuchar is cascade.

5. Despots empesta a buscar a an aa.go el moo. Suscaba ddbalo de las piedree
y dotal' de los &boles.

6. Por in se mina calladamenta y mix6 a su alrededor sin vizor in cabana.
Ewald a vizor in cabesa de un ladb al atm. Pero ells no *manta a on
amigo preforido, el *Apo.

7. 1 dsoidi6 /motor a su amigo ea in sins de in cascade. Bra Mai costa
1 habta seada. Trepans despacio pow exposa a reabalar.

8. se agora di las rocas, los &boles, y las races en in tierra. Ella
trspaba y trepaba. Por fin as agora dot uses rats lamp. Con in fuersa

.dW sus brawls Isabel as ealpuj6 a in visa de in montsna.

9. 1.124 crees a gum ella vid en in cina di in sontada? V16 a an amigo el

sap*, sirandola a in care per dabajo di una zoos neva. Ills oir6 a el
sap°. El sap° in niza a ella y los dos is sentargniMWorcallados. Milos
as siraban y se siriben sin decir em palabra.

10. Al fin y al Gabe el sspo dijo, ociagpx., Salt6- Isabel dell al sip° iree

y to sigma sientras brincaba. Is dos se reap sot= at. 811a brino6

despacio y brincd lijero. A Isabel le gusa brincar. Ella brina sabre

la guabrada y sabre las room.

11. Mamas ella se pea a descensar. Emma a anocbscer. Isabel ball6 ma"

send y espes6 a carter. *Kea y core& biota powder el alight°.

12. Al salir del boom, eopes6 a caoinar. Per fin via a gents °arca ds

su case. La salUd6 y se sinti6 fells. Isabel babfa piked° un rato soy

felis en el bonus.
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Thumbldn 4

Direatiosui:

*lay tape end use fingers
to not out simg.

4

Included:
Test
Audio tape
Pictures

Needed:
Tape recorder
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TNUMIKIN

When is Tbumbkin? Where Is Thu kin?

Nero I a6 Nero 1 IM6*,
Now are you today now?
Very wall, I thank you.
Run and hide. Run and hide.

Whars Is Pointer? Where Is Pointer?

Nero I am6 Nora I au6

Very well, 1' thank you.
Run and hide. Run and hide.

Where is Tall One? Where Is Tall Ono?

Nom I are. Nero I am.

Now are you today now?
Very well, t Shank you.
Run and hide. Nun and hide.

Where is Ringer? Where is Ringer?

Hera 1 806 Nom i
Now are you today now?
Very well, I thank you.

Run and hide. Run and hide.

Where is Pinkie? Where is Pinkie?

MOM 1 Mk Neve I MI6
Now are you today now?

Very well, I thank you.
Run and hide. Run and hide.

Where are all of them? Where are all of them?

Nora we are. Here wi are.

Now are you today now?

Very well, we thank you.
Run and hide. Run and hide.

re111._
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112-4/Ir7 61 Head, Shoulders, Knees, and Toes

; Diasotiasss

1. Play Milts tarsi *Nod.
Moo Mame Ignaas,' and eass.

--41$2. Bet bomdary limas. J
3. Moss ass card ale MB body

part ohms es mid tto tom
ball soross dimmest's bonadm;
liner ramining behind
ma boundary bius.

Matsrials s

inalsisda
MIRO taps
Titled pictures
12 sitody-part0 cards

lisedsds
14Øb rsight ball
chalk o stria, for boundaryU.
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Head, shoulders, knees, and toes,

Knees and toes.
Head, shoulders, knees, and toes,

Knees and toes.
Eyes and ears and mouth and nose.
Head, shoulders, knees, and toes,

Knees and toes.
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112-say mil Gro Skills

Directions

Put skill cards on lines
to shoe Inprovement since
kindergarten.

Included:
Text
Pictures
9 "iftill° cards

Neededs
None

go.
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tie%
dimbhmi .-.0
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owing

skipping

loll:
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looking
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naming

ills

walking
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Like This Best
sIMM

I
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DillreCtiCale

1. 14* camas os cimicttc Mow !raid' GUMMI you like amt.
2. Put your fancwita sMalbstwiPame

card in the Muir.

materials:

inaludads
Picture abort9 'UM cards

needed'
Mona

4
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112-1*-10 ,..Self Collage
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Directicos s

lw Trace bady on papaw
out figure.

2. Oa figures dries pictures de
self is famwite activi

. .Materials $ t.

lacludeds
natures

Meederls
lesitos ptsper (363011r)fleian .

Crayons

VW.

V
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